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"The best thriller of the year...an exciting and entertaining read." (The Washington Times) "A

top-notch thriller." (Bill O'Reilly) From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor-a brilliant

thriller as "current as tomorrow's headlines." Terrorism in Europe has spun out of control. The

United States has decided on a dramatic response. Now, the CIA needs a very special kind of

operative. Scot Harvath has exactly the skills the CIA is looking for. He's a former U.S. Navy SEAL

with extensive experience in espionage. Working for a private intelligence company, he will provide

the CIA, and more important, the President, with absolute deniability. But deep within the Russian

Caucasus, Moscow also has its own special kind of operative. As a child, Sacha Baseyev endured

an unimaginable horror. Today, he lives and breathes for only one reason-to kill. And he will kill as

many Americans as it takes to accomplish his mission. When a clandestine American operations

team is ambushed near Syria, all signs point toward a dangerous informant in Brussels. But as

Harvath searches for the man, he uncovers another actor-a rogue player hell-bent on forcing

America's hand and drawing it into a confrontation deadlier than anyone could have imagined. As

the attacks mount, and terror is brought to the very doorstep of the White House, Harvath finds

himself in the race of his life. From Vienna, Brussels, and Berlin, to Malta, Jordan, and Syria-he will

push himself beyond the edge in order to confront one of the greatest evils the world has ever

known. Filled with action, intrigue, and edge-of-your-seat suspense, Foreign Agent is a nonstop thrill

ride that reaffirms Thor's position as the "master of thrillers."
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An intelligent mix of espionage and subterfuge, 20th Century Cold War turned 21st Century conflict.

Bay of Pigs meets Pan Am Flight 103 meets Wag the Dog. There is just enough intrigue as the story

weaves its way from Iraq to Turkey to Germany to War torn Syria and all the way to the White

House steps. What I liked:The best of the genre is exemplified by a driving force of will. There you

experience a relentless pace of action, conflict, and contest. The NBA Championship finals just

concluded. LeBron James led the Cleveland Cavaliers over a potentially historic Golden State

Warriors team in a Game 7 nail biter that wasnâ€™t settled until a series of dramatic plays in the

final moments. What we sports fans relish about this only pure form of reality television is the back

and forth cage match that brings out both the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat. Not much else

compares. What Foreign Agent does so well is reproduce like emotions in scripted form. Kudos.The

adrenaline rush that runs constant throughout the story is a rare treat. This is a modern war story.

Violent political conflict across the globe is a threat to American safety as the Untied Statesâ€™

superpower influence becomes a pawn in the chess match that is power politics on steroids. As is

true about most great chess games, this one involves Russians. Scot Harvath, as a deep cover

operative, is the point man for the home team. A tribute to the superlative quality of this book is in

part owed to Harvathâ€™s character. He isnâ€™t just cunning and highly competent. He also

demonstrates an intellect generally presumed to be possessed by more refined, less violent

members of the male species. So yes, readers get to have their beefcake and eat it too.
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